has produced volumes of poetry from the following:
Languages
Countries

Arabic
Armenian
Basque
Bulgarian
Catalan
Czech
Danish
Dutch
Estonian
French
German
Greek
Hindi
Hungarian
Indonesian
Irish Gaelic
Italian
Japanese
Latvian
Lithuanian
Macedonian
Polish
Punjabi
Romanian
Russian
Slovakian
Slovenian
Spanish
Turkish

Algeria • Argentina
Armenia • Australia
Austria
Basque Country
Belgium • Bulgaria
Canada • Catalonia
Cuba • Czech Republic
Denmark
Estonia
France
Germany • Greece
Holland • Hungary
Indonesia
Irish Republic
India • Italy
Japan
Latvia • Lithuania
Luxembourg
Macedonia
New Zealand
Pakistan • Palestine
Poland
Romania • Russia
Slovakia • Slovenia
South Africa • Spain
Switzerland
Turkey

www.arcpublications.co.uk

“Arc – the meeting
point for poets of
all latitudes…”
VICTOR RODIGUEZ NUNEZ
Cuban poet

Publishers of Poetry
in Translation and in English
from around the world
“Of all the wonderful institutions mauled by these cuts in funding, Arc Publications is perhaps the greatest loss to Englishspeaking poetry. Their specialist work is done by no-one else in
the UK and if Arc falls, another door to the outside world closes.”

SASHA DUGDALE, poet and translator
“One can’t imagine a dialogue between contemporary British
poetry and the rest of Europe without Arc.”

PATRICK MCGUINNESS
poet and translator,
Professor of French and Comparative Literature, Oxford

From 2012, Arts Council of England
funding for Arc CUT to

ZERO

www.arcpublications.co.uk

Did you know that
• Arc – as a matter of policy – is the ONLY
publisher in the UK publishing translations
as bi-lingual texts.
• Arc publishes MORE poetry books in translation than all other UK presses put together.
• Arc published the FIRST EVER literary translation from the Slovak language.
• Arc is the ONLY publisher to produce a volume of poetry by a living Armenian poet.
• Arc is the FIRST EVER publisher to publish a
book of poems by a living Lithuanian poet.
• Arc has published over FORTY TITLES of
translated poetry in the last 5 years.
• Arc has published SIXTY-THREE POETS’ work
in translation over the past 5 years.
• Arc has commissioned over SIXTY-TWO
TRANSLATORS in the past 5 years – more than
any other publisher in the UK.
• Arc is the ONLY publisher that consistently
takes an interest in publishing the ‘small’ and
endangered languages.

• Arc is the ONLY publisher producing two
anthologies of poetry from the smaller languages per year, mainly by younger writers
hitherto not available in the UK.
• Arc authors have appeared at over
THIRTEEN LITERARY FESTIVALS and THIRTY-SIX
SEPARATE VENUES in 2010 alone.
• Apart from translations, over the same 5
year period, Arc has published: TWENTY-NINE
books by poets from the UK of which SEVEN
are first collections and TEN books by international poets writing in English.
• Arc has been short-listed for the
second year running (2010 & 2011) for
the international Griffin Poetry Prize.
• The prestigious Scott Moncrieff Prize
for the best literary translation from
French in 2010 was awarded to an Arc
translator, the poet Susan Wicks, for her
translation of Valérie Rouzeau’s Cold
Spring in Winter, a title in Arc’s flagship
translation series, ‘Visible Poets’.

Help convince the Arts Council of England that Arc is worth funding on a REGULAR BASIS by writing to us
on e-mail: arc.publications@btconnect.com commenting on our website, or joining us on the Arc Facebook.

